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ABSTRACT

This reports an investigation into the performance of selected scintillation

oils and fiber materials to test their applicability in high energy, liquid scintilla

tor calorimetery. Two scintillating oils, Bicron BC-517 and an oil mixed for the

MACRO experiment, and two fiber materials, Teflon and GlassClad PS-252, were

tested for the following properties: light yield, attenuation length and internal

reflection angle. The results of these tests indicated that the scintillation oils and

the fiber materials had an overall good performance with lower energies and would

meet the requirements of liquid scintillator detection at SSC energies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

With the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) less than a decade away, sci

entists and engineers are already striving to advance in technology in the fields

of superconductivity, computers, data acquisition and detector development to

support experiments being planned for this facility. R&D for detection devices is

one of the fields of research being studied at Texas A&M. Currently, most high

energy accelerators use magnetic spectrometry to detect high energy particles. Re

cent research in calorimetric techniques suggest that a calorimeter (total energy

absorbing detector) could out perform magnetic spectrometry at the higher en

ergies expected at the SSC. While many of the calorimetric techniques work well

at the energies currently available, more R&D is needed for SSC energies. High

energy physicists at Texas A&M are now researching liquid scintillators to design

a scintillating fiber calorimctcrl'l.

Fiber calorimetry is a relatively new area of research in detection instru

ments. The calorimeter is made by taking very thin scintillating fibers and em

bedding them in lead in a hexagonal geometry. Originally, the fiber calorimeter

was designed for use with plastic scintillators; however, these plastic fibers are very

sensitive to damage by high doses of radiation. To overcome this disadvantage,

we are proposing to replace the solid plastic scintillating fibers with hollow tubes

filled with liquid scintillating material, which is known to be much more radiation

resistant than solid plastic scintillator. The geometry of the fiber calorimeter does

appear to be superior to most other designs. When incorporated with the ideal

scintillator, the fiber calorimeter could become the detector of the future[l].
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1.2 Principles of Calorimetry

A calorimeter is a devise used to measure the total energy of an incident,

high-energy particle as shown in Figure 1. The way that a calorimeter detects and

measures a particle's energy is a two step process: absorption and detection. The

incident particle interacts with a large detector mass. This mass absorbs the initial

particle and, in turn, generates secondary particles; these particles then interact

with the detector mass to produce tertiary particles; and this process continues

until all of the incident energy is in the form ofmany elementary particles[2]. These

elementary particles are than detected by the medium of the calorimeter (such as

scintillator ).

One type of calorimeter that Texas A&M is interested in researching is a

liquid scintillator fiber calorimeter or "spaghetti" calorimeter as shown in Figure

2. The detection medium of the "spaghetti" calorimeter is a group of scintillating

fibers arranged in a hexagonal shape. A scintillating fiber is a long hollow tube

of f'.I 1 mm diameter. The fiber is coated on the inside with a material known to

give a high internal reflection angle.

When a light wave traveling in an optically dense medium (large refractive

index) comes in contact with another medium of a lower refractive index, some

of the total light is reflected back into the dense medium and some of the light

is transmitted into the less dense medium. In the case of the fiber scintillator,

the dense medium is the liquid scintillator, and the fiber material is the less dense

medium. The angle between the light ray and the boundary of the two mediums

is denoted as B. At the critical angle, Be, all of the light will be reflected and none

transmitted. So, for all light that falls upon this boundary at an angle less than

the critical angle Be, the light will be completely reflected as shown in Figure 3.
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This phenomena is called total internal reflection. This angle can be calculated

using Snell's Law and the indicies of refraction:

where nl is the refractive index of the scintillation oil, N2 is the refractive index

of the fiber material, and Be is the angle between the two mediums measured in

radians. As the difference between nl and N2 increases, the internal reflection

angle increases. This is very important to us, because the amount of light output

for a detector is directly proportional to the reflection angle.

The coated fiber is then filled with a liquid scintillator. When an ionizing par-

ticle interacts with the liquid scintillator, the scintillator emits light proportional

to the energy lost in transit. The photons are then propagated down the inside

of the fiber to a photomultiplier tube, PMT, detects the number of transmitted

photons.

The primary research necessary is finding the ideal materials to construct this

calorimeter. The main components of the detector itself are the scintillating oil,

the fiber material, the photomultiplier tubes and the converter. In particular, a

detector must have a good energy resolution (which is related to the light output),

good light collection, high radiation resistivity and a reasonable cost[3].

Energy Resolution For a typical large scale calorimeter, the energy resolu

tion (i) necessary for an electromagnetic response is on or better[3]. At energies

on the order of 4 GeV (SSe energies), the energy resolution is about 7.5%. Since

a equals the square root of the number of particles sampledl+l, and the energy,

E, equals the number of particles, the energy resolution equals the inverse of the

square root of the number of particles sampled:
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E

0.15
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1

For 4 GeV of energy, an electromagnetic detector with an energy resolution of

ore or better would have a light output of 177 photoelectrons. A calorimeter

detecting energies at the 4 GeV level needs the light output to be on the order of

1 77 photoelectrons.

Light Collection In a scintillator detector light loss can occur in two different

ways: 1) through transmission or absorption at the boundary and 2) through

absorption by the scintillator. Since the total light output is inversely proportional

to the square of the resolution, a scintillating detector must have a high light

output.

The absorption at the boundary is determined by the quotient of the refractive

indicies of the scintillator and the fiber material. For large differences in indicies,

the reflection angle (TIR) between the two mediums increases. This will in turn

allow more light to be collected by the scintillator calorimeter. For high light

output, it is necessary therefore, to have a high TIR between the scintillator and

the fiber material.

For large detectors, like those employed at particle accelerators, the absorption

of light by the scintillator is important, because the path length of the light is on

the order of a few meters. The attenuation length is defined as the length after

which the light intensity is reduced by a factor of e[4.]:

-x

E = EoeXA

where E is the energy, Eo is the initial energy, x is the path length and AA IS
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the attenuation length. For accelerator detectors, the attenuation length must be

r"V 2 m.

Radiation Hardness Since the SSC is extremely radioactive, the calorimeter

must be resistive to high dosages of radiation ( 2: 106 rad/year )[5]. Many mate

rials are known to break down after dosages on this order of magnitude, so the

components of the calorimeter must be hardened against radiation.

1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to report on tests of properties of selected fiber

materials and scintillation oils for their use in a liquid scintillating fiber calorimeter

at the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC). The particular properties of interest

are: 1) internal reflection angle (TIR), 2) light yield and 3) attenuation length.

From these properties we can calculate the energy resolution of a calorimeter at 4

GeV with the components tested.

1.4 Research Plan

In this report we will examine the testing of two scintillating oils, Bicron

BC-517[6] and a scintillation oil mixed for the MACRO experiment at the Gran

Sasso Laboratoryl", and of two different fiber materials, Teflon[8] and GlassClad

PS-252[9].

First, we will describe our test cell, a liquid scintillator detector. This descrip

tion will include the properties and construction of the detector, the electronic

set-up, and the J.L-telescope (muon-telescope).

Second, we will detail the testing of the scintillation oil and fiber materials.

The specific properties we are interested in testing is the index of refraction and
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the number of photoelectrons versus distance from the PMT. The test of the

refractive index of the two fiber materials was done directly using a laser, a clear

rectangular box, paraffin oil of index 1.482[10] and aluminum slides coated with

the fiber material. The testing procedure for the photoelectrons and attenuation

length is a bit more complicated. This required scanning our test detector with

a p-telescope at varying distances from the PMT and for different oil heights.

We made three different tests using the following combinations: 1) Bicron oil and

Teflon, 2) Bicron oil and GlassClad and 3) MACRO oil and GlassClad.

Third, we will an .yze our data. From this analysis we will obtain the ab

sorption constant specific to each oil, the total light output of each system and the

reflection constant of each oil. We will also show how light output varies as a func

tion of: 1) distance from PMT, 2) height of oil and 3) combination of scintillator

oil and fiber material.

Fourth, we will explain the basic operation of a computer simulation program

that we wrote to aid in the analysis of data. The computer simulation program is

ray tracer designed to propagate light through a detector of similar design as the

test detector. We will discuss briefly the general features of the simulation, the

free parameters and how well the simulation compares to the data. We will then

discuss possible problems with the simulation program.
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2. DESIGN OF LIQUID SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR

2.1 Detector Properties and Construction

The outer shell of the detector consisted of a rectangular slab of PVC (48" x

4.5" x 1.0") with a center core (46" x 2.0" x 1.0") removed from it as shown in

Figure 5. Then a rectangular window was cut at both ends of the detector, and

affixed to each end is a clear plastic window. Connected to both the top and the

bottom of the detector were two aluminum plates (48" x 4.5" x .025"). Two 3/8

inch diameter holes, one 1 /4 inch higher than the other, were cut on each side of

the detector for filling and removing scintillation oil. To collect all available light,

the entire inside of the detector was coated with an adhesive Teflon.

We coated aluminum strips (48" x 2") with both Teflon and GlassClad. It

was necessary to raise each strip to the height of the bot tom of the window. To

do this, we create eight small platforms of equal heights and glued them at even

spacings on the bot tom of the detector.

Plastic tubes were connected to the two holes cut into the detector. The lower

of these tubes was used to fill the detector with scintillation oil, the other was used

to allow air to escape from the detector. The height of the oil is measured from

the test strip to the air oil interface. We monitored the height by viewing the oil

level through one of the windows and measuring the height with a height gauge.

After the height of the oil was set, we placed a photomultiplier tube (PMT)

onto the window with the test strip flush against it. After the PMT was in place,

we taped all areas of the detector that could be exposed to light (light leak testing)
with black electrical tape. This is to insure that all of the light detected by the

PMT is light emitted from the scintillator and not from any external light source.

After the detector was completely light leak tested, it was ready for cosmic ray
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testing.

A photomultiplier tube, or PMT, is an instrument that collects light and con

verts light to an electric current through the photoelectric effect. It consists of a

photocathode coated with alkali metals, where electrons are liberated by the pho

toelectric effect. When a photon strikes the window surface, the electrons emitted

travel through a chain of secondary-emission electrodes (dynodes) at successively

larger potentials. The dynodes amplify the signal by a factor of about 107[2], A

PMT records all of the light output from the scintillating material by convert

ing the light into electrons via the photoelectric effect. The resulting signal is

amplified by a factor of 107 so that the signal is large enough to be recorded.

The term photoelectron is the unit used to refer to the light output of a

system. When a photon hits the surface of the PMT it liberates an electron

through the photoelectric effect. The total number of electrons produced is directly

proportional to the number of photons striking the surface of the PMT.

2.2 Electronics

The photoelectrons, after passing through a series of dynodes, form a current.

This current can be analyzed with various electronics. Before we discuss the actual

electronic setup, we would like to list the components used and briefly explain some

of the components functions.
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TABLE 1

ELECTRONICS IN EXPERIMENT

Component Model Number Manufacturer

System Bin 401A ORTEC

High Voltage Supply 556 ORTEC

Power Supply 415B Fluke

QVT Multichannel Analyzer 3001 LeCROY

Printer Interface 3157 LeCROY

Digi tal Printer DPP-Q7 DATEL

4-Fold Logic Unit 365AL LeCROY

Quad Discriminator 821 LeCROY

Photomultiplier Amplifier 612AM LeCROY

Oscilloscope 485 Tektronix

BCD Scaler 1880B Jorway

Voltage Distribution Unit Harvard

Discriminator A discriminator is a device that responds only to input sig

nals above a certain threshold value. Low voltages coming from the PMT (i.e.

background noise) will not register in the discriminator. If a signal above the

threshold value enters the discriminator, a logic signal is issued from the discrim

inator. Discriminators are typically used for triggering (sending a signal to other

electronic devices when an event occurs). In our experiment the threshold value

was set at 30 mV and the discriminator was used to trigger the QVT.

QVT A QVT multichannel analyzer works by integrating the input charge
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over the gate time. This charge is equal to the number of photons to the total

charge of the electrons liberated at the surface of the PMT when photons strike

the surface. The amount of charge of the signal is digitized. The QVT then

takes this digitized number and increments a memory channel whose address is

proportional to the digitalized value[41. All incoming pulses are sorted out by

their integrated charge and are stored in a channel respective of the charge of

the incoming pulse. The QVT used for our experiment has 256 channels each

corresponding to 1 picoCoulomb of charge. From the spectrum of charge produced

by the incoming spectrum, we can calculate the average charge produced by an

event, and thus the average light output of an event.

Logic Unit The logic unit compares two or more signals to see if they are

coincident in time. In our case if, and only if, all signals inputted are coincident

in time, will the logic unit output a signal.

All of our experiments are conducted with the high voltage supply set at 2,100

Volts. The voltage supply is then connected to the voltage distribution unit used

to power each of the 4 "\MTs. One PMT was connected to the detector and the

other three were connected to a fL-telescope. We use the voltage distribution unit

to lower the out-going voltage to our detector to 1,750 Volts and to 1,625 Volts

for our fL-telescope. The reason for the voltage difference is that higher voltages

increase the gain of the fL-telescope. Our fL-telescope is composed of three plastic

scintillators which have a much higher light output than liquid scintillator. So, we

have the telescope at the lowest voltage setting possible with our setup.

The term 'telescope' refers to a system of detectors arranged in such a way as

to allow only particles traveling through the entire system of detectors to trigger
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the QVT. Each of the detectors was typically connected to a discriminator to block

out low amplitude noise. The signals from the discriminator travel to a coincident

logic unit. When all three signals from the discriminators coincide in time, a

particle has traveled through the system of detectors. The system of detectors,

the discriminators and the logic unit together constitute the telescope. In our case,

when the detector detects an event, it sends a signal to the gate of the QVT, thus

triggering the QVT. As the telescope is moveable, we are able to pinpoint when

and where an event occurs.

A u-ielescopc detects when a muon passes through the telescope system. We

are testing with cosmic rays which are predominately J-l mesons with an energy

in the range of a few GeV. We can easily set up our telescope system to detect

these muons, since it is unlikely for lower energy cosmic ray particles to travel

through the telescope. Muons in this energy range produce an energy loss of 1.95

:!ce;:2 [11] when passing through the scintillator. This energy loss is often called

the "minimum ionizing energy loss" due to the slope of the �� curve as a function

of energy in the range of muon energies. For a liquid scintillator with a density of

1.032 9 /cm3[1l], the ionizing energy is 0.2012 mmM:r oil'

The output signal from our detector went into an attenuator. The attenuator

reduced the amplitude of the signal by a factor of 2 for every 6 dB. It was sometimes

necessary to do this because sometimes the total charge delivered can exceed the

input scale of the QVT. If this occurs, all signals over the full scale value will be

entered into the last channel of the QVT anyway. After attenuation, the signal

travels through 128 ft of cable, which delays the signal by 170 ns. The signal

was then passed through a capacitor which offsets the DC signal. This eliminated

any fluctuations in the DC signal which could interfere with the data. The signal
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finally entered the q-input of the QVT, and, if the gate was "open," the QVT

analyzed the signal. The electrical diagram of this is shown in Figure 6. The

way the QVT analyzed events was by first measuring the energy of the signal and

secondly, by incrementing the count of the channel corresponding to that energy.

After the data run was complete, the number of counts in each channel was be

printed out and analyzed.
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3. TESTING

3.1 Refractive Index

The refractive index of the scintillation oil and of the fiber material is instru-

mental in calculating the total internal reflection angle (TIR). Since the propaga

tion of the photons along the length of the detector is dependent on the TIR, it

is necessary to know the refractive index of the scintillation oil and of the fiber

material. In a fiber scintillator the percentage of light that falls within the TIR is:

1 jTIR j,f+2T1RPercentage = - dcjJ sin BdB,
47r

- TIR z - TIR
2

Percentage = (TIR)(sin(2TIR) + sin(TIR)).27r

The refractive index of each of the scintillation oils was known to be 1.48,

the same as the refractive index of paraffin oil. The refractive index of Teflon was

also known to be about 1.33[12]. The unknown index of refraction was that of

the GlassClad. To determine the index of refraction for the GlassClad, we had to

construct an index of refraction measuring device.

The device consists of a clear plastic holding tank (8" x 4'" x 4") filled with

paraffin oil. Aluminum strips coated with various fiber materials are laid on the

bottom of the tank. A laser beam is propagated into the oil and onto the test strips.

The angle between the test strips and the laser beam is varied until total reflection

as shown in Figure 7. This phenomenon is observable because: 1) the beam

becomes noticeably brighter in the oil, and 2) there is no observable scattering on

the surface of the test strips.

The test was first conducted using a Teflon coated aluminum strip. The test

showed that the Teflon strip had a TIR of 260 ± 10 and an index of refraction of
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1.330 ± 0.011. This was consistent with the predicted refractive index. The next

step was to find the refractive index of the GlassClad. We prepared many strips

varying the amounts of coating, the etching of the aluminum strips, the curing

process, three different types of GlassClad, the concentration of the GlassClad

and the methods of application. The reason for producing so many different strips

was that we wanted to find the method of coating the aluminum strips that gave

us the smoothest coatings, was the easiest to apply and possibly could produce a

method for coating the inside of a 1 mm fiber scintillator.

All of the coatings had the same refractive index and TIR. The TIR measured

was 17° ± 1 ° and the index of refraction was thus calculated to be 1.415 ± 0.008.

This angle was a little lower than desired, but still reasonable for detector studies.

The percentage of light collected by a liquid scintillator using the GlassClad

material is 1'.1 4.0%. The percentage of light collected by a liquid scintillator using

a Teflon coating is 1'.1 8.9%.

In our experiment as the boundary between the scintillation oil and the fiber

material is not perfect, some of the light will be transmitted into the fiber material.

For the purpose of clarity I would like to point out that my definition of the

TIR (total internally reflecting angle) is the maximum angle between the incident

photon and the boundary between the mediums where the photon is almost totally

reflected. The amount of light reflected is not 100% because the boundary between

the two mediums is not perfect. In most texts the reflection angle is drawn between

the incident ray and the normal, but this is not the case in my calculations.

3.2 Calibrating the QVT

As mentioned earlier, the channel numbers in the QVT correspond to the
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integrated charge of the PMT and this charge corresponds to the number of pho

toelectrons entering the multiplying procedure of the PMT during an event. The

average number of photons that hit the PMT equals a constant multiplied by the

average channel number in the QVT. This number is constant with the PMT

dynode combination. To find the number of photons, it is necessary to calculate

the value for this constant.

To find this constant, we let the PMT of our detector trigger itself. What

this means is that we let the test detector trigger the QVT when a minimum

signal is present at the PMT anode. Then, we calculated the average channel

number making any correction for attenuation or amplification. We calculated this

constant to be 3.752 ± 1.138 � at 14 dB. To find the number of photoelectrons,

all that we need to do is divide the average channel number measured during a

test run by this constant.

3.3 Light Output

The procedures described within this section constituted the bulk of our ex

periment. For our initial setup, we used a Teflon coated strip and 2 mm of Bicron

scintillation oil. We set the IL-telescope at a distance of 10 em from the PMT.

We began taking data, adjusting the attenuation to get an optimal distribution of

channels in the QVT .

These measurements were repeated moving the IL-telescope to successively 35

cm, 60 ern, 85 cm and 110 em from the PMT. Where data was received with a

good channel distribution, we changed the height of oil (4 mm, 3 mm, 2 mm, 1

mm) and remeasured the average channel distribution for the varying distances

from the PMT. When all of these measurements were completed with the Teflon-
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Bicron oil combination, we removed the Teflon strip and placed a strip coated with

GlassClad and refilled the counter with the Bicron oil. We remeasured the average

channel number at the five different distances and the four different heights. When

we completed these measurements, we replaced the Bicron oil with the MACRO

oil. We started to take new measurements with the GlassClad-MACRO system,

but we ran out of time. The only measurements that we have obtained are those at

the six, four and three millimeter oil heights with the J-l-telescope scanned across

the length of the detector.

The data runs were lengthy (from eight hours to two days), and initially there

were many systematic errors that resulted in bad data. This is why we have a

limited amount of data at this time.

To find the average number of photoelectrons for each data run, we wrote a

computer program (Avg.for). This program inputs the entire data for a run. The

data is in the form of number of counts at a given channel number for 256 channel

numbers. Avg reads in the data and, for a given pedestal value and attenuation

setting, outputs the number of photoelectrons produced and the root mean square

deviation for this average. So, for each data run, we can calculate the average

photoelectron and compare these results.
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4. ANALYSIS OF DATA

4.1 Systematic Errors in Data

Light Leaks This proved to be the most common problem encountered in

the data taking. Light leaks occur when external light is detected by the PMT,

which results in a higher light output than an actual reading. To prevent light

leaks, the anode signal from the PMT is analyzed with an oscilloscope. If there

are light leaks, the number of pulses will increase. To repair light leaks we must

view the anode signal and tape every part of the detector that could be exposed

to external light sources. Once the number of pulses has decreased to a minimum

(this is a judgement call based on months of experience), the detector is said to

be leak tight.

Oil Leaks in the Detector The hole through which the fill tube was con

nected started leaking oil. This leak resulted in a lowering of the oil level inside

the PMT and after a short time in the break down of the tape used to cover the

light leaks, which in turn reexposed the detector to external light. This oil leak

was repaired by removing the tubes, glueing the old holes in the detector and

redrilling and tapping new holes for the oil fill tubes. Another oil leak developed

at one of the screw holes for the bottom of the detector. A seal was attempted

using RTV, but this did not completely solve the problem. This hole still leaks,

but over the time spans of the data runs, an unappreciable amount.

Contaminated Oil One set of data (Bicron-Teflon at the 2 mm oil level) had

an extremely low light output. When we changed the oil, the light output at that

level improved greatly. This oil had been removed from the detector, transfered

to several containers, and was reused in the detector. Our conclusion was that the
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external handling caused some contamination to the oil.

Faulty High Voltage Supply The Fluke High Voltage Supply began putting

out Voltages over 2500 Volts. Upon examining the Voltage Supply, we noticed

that the Voltage Supply had a faulty reference resistor. We replaced that Voltage

Supply unit with the ORTEC Voltage Supply.

GlassC lad - Bicron System As the light output measured in this system

was not consistent, no analysis is available for this system. The exact cause of the

bad data is unknown.

4.2 Analysis of Pulse Height Distribution

As mentioned earlier, the amplitude of a signal from the PMT is digitized and

stored in a channel number. This channel number is directly proportional to the

number of photons that strike a photon during an event. From the distribution,

we can calculate the average number of photoelectrons (Channel number). If we

compare these distributions, we can notice three natural tendencies:

1. As the IL-telescope is moved farther away from the PMT, the average channel

number decreases as shown in Figure 8. This decrease is caused by two

things: A) the mean path length is increasing (which means more light is

being absorbed by the scintillator), and B) the number of bounces necessary

to reach the PMT of the average photon increases, thus increasing the chance

for the light to be absorbed at the coating-oil interface.

2. As the oil level is reduced, the average channel number decreases as shown

Figure 9. This is because a muon loses 0.2 mmM:Yoil. So the energy loss

is proportional to the oil level. Since the energy loss is proportional to the
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number of photons produced, the average channel number should decrease.

3. The average channel number varied with each scintillator-fiber material sys

tem as shown in Figure 10. This can be attributed to different absorption

lengths of the oil, different reflection constants at the two mediums interfaces

and because Teflon has a higher light collection due to the larger TIR.



TABLE 2

LIGHT OUTPUT OF TEFLON-BICRON SYSTEM

Oil Level Distance Light Output Standard

(mm) (cm) (Pe) Deviation

4 10 44.076 18.572

35 19.902 9.368

60 12.574 5.278

85 8.712 5.051

110 5.802 3.927

3 10 23.097 9.340

35 1l.719 6.136

60 8.081 4.653

85 4.526 2.887

110 3.150 2.146

2 10 1l.502 5.938

35 5.024 3.273

60 3.314 2.253

85 2.163 1.432

110 1.945 1.306

1 10 7.408 4.497

35 3.103 2.219

60 2.408 1.873

85 1.785 1.262

110 1.621 1.079

20
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TABLE 3

LIGHT OUTPUT OF GLASSCLAD-MACRO SYSTEM

Oil Level Distance Light Output Standard

(mm) (em) (Pe) Deviation

6 10 30.841 13.135

23 17.631 11.450

35 10.724 5.311

60 7.135 3.872

85 4.770 2.444

4 10 13.834 7.494

35 3.905 3.089

60 2.715 2.093

85 2.060 1.580

110 1.940 1.428

3 10 10.360 7.084

35 2.397 1.975

60 2.022 1.598

85 1.701 1.125

110 1.618 1.013

4.3 Attenuation Length of Each System

As a photon is propagated down the fiber, it has a chance to be absorbed by

either the scintillation oil or by the fiber material. The attenuation length, AA, is

the distance a photon travels before its energy is reduced by a factor of e. To put

this in mathematical terms:
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E = Eoe>':

where E is the final energy, Eo is the initial energy, .AA is the attenuation length,

and x is the distance the photon travels.

We initially believed that the attenuation length, .AA, was independent of

the height of the scintillation oil and was only characteristic of a scintillation oil-

fiber material system. However, our data appears to indicate that the attenuation

length does change with height of the scintillation oil.

As indicated earlier in this report, the number of photons detected by a PMT

at a certain distance away is related this way:

x

E = Eoe(>'A)

An alternate way of expressing this equation is:

In the analysis of the attenuation length, we used the distances of 60 cm, 85

ern, and 110 ern, because the data between these points appeared to be linear.

See Figures 11 and 13. We used a linear regression program that is built into a

calculator (HP-28S) to fit these three points and then calculated the error through

propagation of error. The attenuation length is the inverse of the slope of the line

generated graphed on a distance from PMT vs. natural log of the number of

photoelectrons.
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The results were curious. The measured attenuation length appeared to in

crease as the oil level decreased. The following table indicates the attenuation

lengths measured for each system with their respective deviations:
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TABLE 4

ATTENUATION LENGTH

System Oil Level Attenuation Length Standard

(mm) (em) Deviation

Teflon 4 64.599 9.414

& 3 53.022 7.106

Bicron 2 91.743 23.793

Oil 1 90.580 46.220

GlassClad 6 61.73

& 4 148.810 66.719

MACRO 3 224.215 143.498

Oil

For each of the systems measured, the attenuation length increased for lower

oil levels. This increase in attenuation length for low oil levels could occur because

at low oil levels, the PMT is at the one photoelectron. The light output levels

out at one photoelectron; so, the attenuation length, which is dependent on the

quotient of the light output of two different distances, would naturally increase as

the light outputs approach each other.

The attenuation length of the Teflon-Bicron system at 4 mm oil level is

64.599 ± 9.414 em. This length decreased for the 3 mm oil level. The decrease in

the attenuation length at this level is probably due to an increase in the average

number of times photons contact a boundary. At the 2 mm and 1 mm oil level, the

attenuation length increases. This is probably because the light output at these

oil levels is at the one photoelectron level. The only attenuation lengths that are
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calculatable to any reasonable degree of accuracy are the 3 mm and 4 mm oil levels

of the Teflon-Bicron system. The attenuation length at these oil levels are on the

order of 50-75 ern.

The GlassClad-MACRO system reduced to the one photoelectron level very

rapidly for oil levels 4 mm and lower. The attenuation length measured at the

4 mm oil level was about 1.5 meters. This attenuation length may be higher than

the actual attenuation length, because the data at these points are close to the one

photoelectron. Because of this reduction to the one photoelectron level, we took

another reading at the 6 mm oil level. The result of this new data run resulted in

an attenuation length of 61. 73 m. This is consiistent with the Teflon's attenuation

length.

4.4 Total Light Output for Each System

To measure the total light output for a system, we first need to set a standard

distance from the PMT to count the number of photoelectrons. The distance this

standard is 0 ern from the PMT. To calculate the number of photoelectrons at

o ern we use the same linear regression program that is built into the HP-28S

calculator. See Figures 11 and 13. The number of photoelectrons at 0 ern is e

raised to the y-intercept.
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TABLE 5

LIGHT OUTPUT

System Oil Level Light Output Standard

(mm) at 0 em (PE/mm of oil) Deviation

Teflon 4 8.010 1.167

& 3 8.056 1.080

Bicron 2 2.040 0.529

Oil 1 3.494 1.783

GlassClad 6 3.147

& 4 0.980 0.439

MACRO 3 0.647 0.414

Oil

The data shows that for the Tefion-Bicron system at the 4 mm and 3 mm oil

level, the light output at 0 em is about 8 photoelectrons per mm of oil. For the

2 mm and 1 mm oil level, the light output at 0 em decreased to about 2 and 3.5

photoelectrons respectively. This inconsistency may be due to the fact that the

light output at these oil levels were at the one photoelectron level.

For the GlassClad-MACRO system, the light output at 0 em was on the order

of 3 photoelectron for the 6 mm reading. The 4 and 3 mm readings had a light

output close to 1 photoelectron. This could be because the light output at the

two oil levels measured were at the one photoelectron level.
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5. COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM

5.1 General Features

The computer simulation program Simulation.for design is to analyze the data

and attempt to predict:

1. The acceptability of the data produced by each run.

2. The approximate reflection constant of the fiber material (what percent of

light is reflected each bounce).

3. The attenuation length of the scintillation oil.

To complete this task, Simulation.for generates random muons that interact

with scintillation oil to generate photons. These photons propagate down the

interior of a detector to a PMT.

The exact specifications of Simulation.for are as follows:

Initial Parameters 1. Width of Detector (10 cm)
2. Number of Photons Produce per mm of Oil (10000)
3. TIR of 'Water (42.435°)
4. TIR of Teflon (26.000°)
5. TIR of GlassClad (17.000°)

Variable Parameters 1. Height of Oil

2. Distance from PMT

Predicted Parameters 1. Absorption Length of Oil

2. Percent Reflected from Teflon Surface

3. Percent Reflected from GlassClad Surface

With these entered, Simulation.for automatically does the following:
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Random Variables 1. Height in the Scintillator

2. Distance of Event from the Left Side of the Detector

3. Direction of the Photon

Ray Tracing 1. Calculates the Angle of a Photon Incident on any of the Four Sur

faces (Water, Coating, or the two Teflon Sides).
A. If the angle is less than the TIR,

the program allows the ray to bounce.

B. If the angle is greater than the TIR,

the program checks Fresnal's equations

to see if the photon is reflected.

2. Checks to see if any light is absorbed by the scintillator.

3. Checks the reflection constant for each bounce.

4. Counts all photons that are detected by the PMT.

Finally, Simulation.for outputs the following data:

1. Number of Photons Detected (Light Output)
2. Percent of Photons Detected

3. Standard Deviation

One needs only to compare the simulated data to the actual data to find the

absorption length of the scintillation oil and the reflection constants of the fiber

materials. The method we used to compare the simulated data to the experimental

data is:

1. Set the light output of the simulated data at 60 em from PMT and 4 mm oil

height to the measured light output at that same point and adjust the other

simulated light output accordingly.
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2. Adjust the absorption length and the reflection constants to get approximately

the same attenuation length for the 4 mm oil level. The comparisons are all

done visually

5.2 Results of Simulation

Teflon - Bicron The simulated light output fit remarkably well to the mea

sured output at the 4 mm oil level. The 3 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm oil levels did not

compare as nicely, but were certainly within the limits of the standard deviation.

See Figure 12.

The apparent absorption length of the Bicron BC-517 Scintillation Oil is pre

dicted to be 1.0 meter. This is approximately a factor of ten less than the adver

tised attenuation length. The predicted percent of light reflected from the Teflon

Surface after each bounce is 97.0%.

GlassC lad - MACRO This system was a little easier to simulate since the

MACRO oil has been well tested and the absorption length is known to be �

10.Om[8j. The visual comparison of the simulated data to the measured output was

not as precise as that of the Tefion-Bicron system. The measured light output had

a sharper increase in light output at distances close to the PMT than the simulation

program could obtain. The actual light output measured at the lower oil levels

did not agree with the data obtained by the simulation program. The reflection

constant calculated for the GlassClad by the simulation program is 98.0%. See

Figure 14. Because the data for the 6 mm reading was just taken, the simulation

for this oil level has not been completed.
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6 CONCLUSION

6.1 Results of Measurement and Simulation

For the Tefion-Bicron system, the attenuation length measured for the oil

levels of 4 mm and 3 mm is between 0.645 ± 0.094 - 0.530 ± 0.071 meters, and the

light output at 0 em from the PMT is rv 8.01 ± 1.10 photoelectrons per mm of oil.

The attenuation lengths increased and the light output per mm of oil decreased for

the 2 mm and 1 mm oil levels. This could be attributed to the fact that the light

output at these levels are around one photoelectron. According to the simulation

program, the Bicron BC-517 oil has an absorption length of 1.0 m and the Teflon

surface reflects 97.0% of the light at angles less than the TIR angle of 26°.

For the Glass Clad-MACRO system, the attenuation length measured was

1.488 ± 0.667 meters for the 4 mm oil level and 2.242 ± 1.435meters for the 3 mm

oil level. The light output at 0 em measured for these oil levels was 0.980 ± 0.439

Pe./rnm of oil for the 4 mm oil level and 0.647 ± 0.414 Pe /mm of oil. These results

could be inaccurate because both of the oil levels have light output on the one

photoelectron level. Because of this, we took an extra data run at the 6 mm oil

level. The results of this run show the attenuation length was rv 61. 73 m and the

light output at 0 em was rv 3.15 photoelectrons. The simulation program indicates

that the reflection constant of the GlassClad is 98.0%. The absorption length of

the MACRO oil is known to be 10.0 meters. The TIR of the GlassClad is 17° and

the refractive index is 1.415.

6.2 Suitability for Use in Calorimeter Construction

The minimum attenuation length necessary for a calorimeter is about 2 m.

Both systems, the Tefion-Bicron and the GlassClad-MACRO, have attenuation

lengths which are close enough to warrant further investigation.
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The number of photoelectrons necessary for a reasonable electromagnetic res

olution at 4 GeV was previously calculated to be 177 photoelectrons. The energy

loss of a muon traveling through scintillator was calculated to be 0.2012mmM�r o il '

Converting the number of photoelectrons at 4 GeV to the number of photoelectrons

liberated when a muon passes through a mm of oil, we obtain 0.009 photoelec

trons per mm of oil. Both detectors produced many more photoelectrons than this,

indicating that both materials could possibly be suited for use in a calorimeter.

6.3 Further Items to Study

It will be necessary to obtain clearer data from both GlassClad systems. The

data from the GlassClad-Bicron system was inconsistent. The light output for

this system should be remeasured to see if there was a systematic error in this

data that caused the inconsistent data. Also, one should run some tests on a

Teflon-MACRO system to see how the light output compares with the other three

systems.

The next step is to test these components for their sensitivity to radiation.

It is necessary to see if any visible damages occur. After this initial inspection,

one needs to see if the attenuation length, light output, reflection constant or the

absorption length varies with high radiation dosages.
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APPENDIX A

AVG.FOR

C

DRICIT Rf,.b8(A-+i.o-l)
Real-B x(Jaa).y(Jaa)
DD.&SI� A(D) .8(D)
�20dafi
pa�ter(at��.0d-14)

WUTE(-. -) • ItfUT �TA nL.E NIt.£ -:>'
f9O(-. 101) DtFI
WUTE(-, -) 'ItfUT FEIESTAL. VAU..E -:>'
f90(-.-) Pm
WUTE(-, -) 'ItfUT A�TI� --:>'
f90(-,-) ATT
wr I tee-, 1e2)daf i
format(�)
format(2x, 'For data file - ',�)

101
162
C

100
2e0

if(dabe(att).lt.1.0d-14)at�.0d-14
If(dabe(at�t).lt.1.0d-14)att-1.0d-14
D�1.0d-14
9.»-1 .0d-14
CRN(lNIT-10,F1I.&OtF1.STAn&-'a.o' ,f£,t(XN_Y)
.,..e
00 100 1-1 ,3!l0
f90(10.-.�) X(i),Y(i)
8(1)-Y(I)
A(1)-<X(I)-PED)-�-((ATT-at�t)/6.M!l0)
�I).a(I)
DN-ONtB(I)
n-n+-1

a:::N1lN..E
A�IV
�.752Hl-2.ecm.-«14.0cfl0-at�t)/6.M!l0)
j-ot�t
wrlte(-,199)j
format(2x, 'RR A�T1� (F '. i2,' CSt)
write(-,-) 'The average chernel is -:>'
WUTE(-,-) A�
wrlte(-,-) 'The average fIE i. :>'
wr I tee-. -) ave/pc:pe
wmE(-,-) 'M: 'TOTAL. CXl.NTS If£. ',DIV
aqam-1.0d-14
do 1001 1-1,n
�i)-«a(i�)/pc:pe)--2
acIlwoch+b( I )-(a( i�)..2

coot 1,..-
YOr-1.cBV(diy-1.0dB0)-aqan
0y0r-1·cBV(diy-1.M!l0)-ach
�rt(yor)
CJdw-daqrt (oyor)
wr i tee-, 1002) yor
wr I tee-, 1003) dev
wrlte(-.1OO4) adev

format(5x, 'yorlatla1 - " f8.3)
format(Slc, 'devlatia1 - " f8.3)
format(5x, 'chernel dw-'. f8.3)
SRP
00

199

1001

1002
1El03
1004
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APPENDIX B

SIMULATION.FOR

e This progran is deelgled to create a slnulatlon of Incxmlng photons with
e a I i�ld scintillator. It Is neceeaary to I�: 1) dlstcrtee of telescope
e fran FV (In an). 2) helg,t of 011 (In nm). 3) rumer of photons per nm of
e 01 I. 4) reflectivity conetante (X). 5) atterultlon length of 01 I (In
e nm). ad 6) TIR of teflon.
e

real.e xxx(leeee0). zee(leeee0). theta(leeee0). �1(1eeee0). pi .length.<mu1t
realt6 dleLfr'Oll.,.FWT. helg,t. rettef. refcoat. atterult Ion. waterTIR. re, rt
rea I.e per_procb::ed. tef lonTIR. coat I ngTIR.prd:Lat t • per_tot. rcndcm.bl 9
realt6 r(leeee0) .y(leeee0) .z(leeee0) .dlstcrtee(leeee0) .x(leeee0) .)()(.n

Integer I tx..n::el (1eeee0) • I bol.nce2( leee00) • I bculc:e3( leeee0) • Ibcxn:e4( leeee0)
Integer I'Ul\.j)8r.Jml. rutLflnol. 11. 12. 13. 14.I�ref .1�att.l'UlL.tot

character...e delf i
e
e

e

parcmeter !d IsU
ra1liWT'-e0.cIl0. he Ight-4-. cIl0.coat i ngTJR.<26.cIl0)

parcmeter rettet-e.99&1!10. refcoat-e.�.att8R.lOt I�.�.lengtD-1.ecm)
parcmeter tef I onTIR-Q8.cIl0.waterTIR-42.C5cfla. rl.ll\.J)8r..Jft1'-1eee0)

do 1. coat IngTIR-17.cIl0.26.cIl0.9. cIl0
do 1. dlaLf ra1\..f\fT-10.cIl0.110.cIl0.2S.cIl0

do 1. helght-4-.cIl0.1.cIl0.-1.cEl0
open(ll.fll,,·dubl:[altIOl.sclnt]dataname.dat· .statue-·old· .�Iy)

read(11.a) dafl
a formcrt(040)

open(10.flle-dafl.atatue-·new·)
I�

pl�tan(1.�)"'.�
pl�tan(1.�).2.�
runtot-n.nLper�lg,t
rutLf I no 1-0

tefTIR-tef lonTm.pi/1S0.cEl0
wotllR-MJter�I/1S0.cIl0
coatTIR-c:oat I ngTIR-pi/1S0.cEl0

I�ret-e
I�att-e

e

e
e Thla ia the progran that that teat. each side and bcx.nces. Side 1 CJ'd
e aidl 2 are the teflon coated sldee. aide 3 Is the water. and aide 4 Is
e the coat I ng on the bot tan.
e
e
e
1

S�1

if (phl(lblg).ge.1.0d-14.and.�i(lbig).lt.pI2) then
�lengt�(lblg)
y(lblg�tan(�I(lbI9»
z(lblg)-zee(iblg�dtan(theto(iblg»/dcoe(�I(lblg»

if (y(lbig).gt.distance(lblg» then

y(lblg)-dlatance(iblg)
z(lblg)-zee(lbI9)+y(iblg)/dtan(theta(lblg»/daln(�i(lblg»



, .

endlf
if (z(ibig).gt.height) goto 3
if (z(ibig).lt.1.0d-14) gotO 4

r(ibig)-r(ibig}+dabs(y(ibi9)/dsi�(theta(ibig»/dsin(phi(ibig»)
distance(lbig)-distance(ibi9)-Y(ibi9)
xxx(ibig)-Iength
zee(ibig)-z(ibig)
if (distance(ibig).le.1.�.anQ.distance(ibig).ge.-1.0d-03) goto

•

C test TIR eng I e
If (pi2-phi(ibig).le.tefTDR) then

phi (ibig)-pi-phi(ibi9)
ibounce1(lbig)-ibounCe1(ibig}+1
goto 2

goto�
else

,ndlf
,ndif

c
c
C
2

SICE 2

if (phl(ibig).ge.pi2.and.phi(ibig).lt.pi) then
�(ibig)
y(lbig)-xx.dtan(phi(ibig»

)
z(lbig)-zee(lbig�dcos(phi(ibig»/dtan(theta(ibig»

If (Y(ibi9 ·gt.distance(ibig» then

Y(ibig)-distance(ibi9)
z(ibig)-zee(ibig)-y(iblg)/dtan(theta(ibig»/dsin(phi(ibig»

•

C test TIR engle

endif
if (z(ibig).gt.height) goto 3
if (z(ibig).lt.1.0d-14) goto 4

r(ibig)-r(ibig}+dabs(y(ibig)/dsin(theta(ibig»/dsin(phi(ibig»)
distanoe(ibig)-distance(ibI9)-Y(ibig)
xxx(lbig)-1.0d-14
zee(ibig)-z(ibig)
if (distance(ibig).le.1.�.and.distanoe(ibig).ge.-1.0d-03)

goto 100

if (phi(ibig)-pi2.le,tefTIR) then
phi (ibig)-pi-phl (Ibig)
ib0un0e2(ibig)-ib0unCe2(ibig}+1
goto 1

else

c

endif
endif

if (phi(ibig).ge.pi) goto �

goto�

c
c
C
3

•

SICE 3

if (theta(ibig).gt.1.0d-14.and.theta(ibig).le.pi2) then

�ight�(ibig)
y(iblg}-dabs(ZZ*dtan(theta(ibig»�in(phi(ibig»)
x(ibig)-xxx(ibig}+ZZ*dtan(theta(ibig»/dtan(phi(ibig».

ddbe(dsin(phi(ibig»)

if (Y(ibi9).9t.distance(ibig» then

Y(ibig)-dlstance(ibig)
x(iblg)-xxx(ibig)+y(ibig)/dtan(phi(ibig»

•

C test TIR engle

endif
if (x(lblg).gt.length) goto 1
If (x(ibig).lt.1.0d-14) goto 2

r(ibig)-r(lbig}+dabs(y(ibig)/dsin(theta(ibig»/dsin(phl(ibig»)
distance(lblg)-dlstance(ibig)-y(ibig)
xxx(ibig�(iblg)
zee( i b ig)-he ight
if (distance(ibig).le.1.0dHa3.and.dlstance(ibig).ge.-1.0d-03)

goto 100

If (pi2-theta(lbig).le.watTIR) then
theta(ibig)-pl-theta(lbig)
i bcx.nce3( i big)-I bou'lce3( i b i g}+1
goto 4

goto�
else

endif
endlf



•

c
c
C
4

•

•

C test TIR alQle

C
C
100

•

•

SI�4

if (theta(ibig).gt.pi2.and.theta(ibig).le.pi) then

zz-zee(ibig)
y(ibig)-dabs(ZZ*dtan(theta(ibig»�in(phi(ibig»)
x(ibig)-xxx(ibig}+ZZ*dtan(theta(ibi9»/dtan(phi(ibig».
dabs(dsln(phi(ibig»)

if (Y(ibi9)·9t.distanoe(ibig» then

y(ibig)-distonoe(ibig)
x(ibig)-xxx(ibig)+y(ibig)/dtan(phi(ibig»

endif
endif

endif
if (x(ibig).gt.length) goto 1
if (x(ibig).lt.1.0d-14) goto 2

r(ibig)-r(iblg}+dabs(y(ibig)/dsin(theta(ibig»/dsin(phi(ibig»)
distanoe(ibig)-distonoe(ibig)-Y(ibi9)
xxx(ibig)-x(ibig)
zee( ibig)-1.0d-14
if (distanoe(iblg).le.l.0dHa3.and.distonoe(ibig).ge.
-1.0d-03) goto 100

if (theta(ibig)-pi2.le.ooatTIR) then
theta(ibig)-pi-theta(ibig)
i bculce4{ i b Ig)-I boulce4( i b ig}+l
goto 3

goto Ee0
else

rUTLf inol-n.r1L.f inol+l
i 1-i 1+itxx.n::e1 (iblg)
i2-i2+ib0unce2(ibig)
i3-i3+ib0unce3(iblg)
i4-i4+ibculce4{ibig)

do a?0 i-1, itxx.n::e1 (ibig}+ib0unce2( ibig)
randc:m-ran( i seed)
if(reftef.lt.random) then
l�re�l�ref+1

goto Ee0
endlf

contirue
do 7ea i-1,lbculce4{lblg)

r�an( 1 eeed)
if(refooat.lt.random) then
l�re�l�ref+1

goto Ee0
endlf

contlrue

prob_att-dexp(-r( Iblg)/attenJCJt ion)
randcm-ran( i seed)
I f (protLat t. It. random) then

l�at�l�att+1
endif

contlrue
per_prodJced=(ru'l..J i no 1.1 .00000)/runtot

�to�finol-I�ref-I�att
per_tot-(�tot.100.d0a)/runtot

If (disUrCl1t..fMT.le.10.cm+-.01d0a.and.disUratt.fMf.ge.10.<m
-.01<m.and.height.le.4.cm+-.01<m.and.height.ge.4.da0-.01<m)

then

endif
aoolrIt-per_tot;b i9* (he ight/4.0ce0)
ro-refooat.100.<m
rt-reftef.100.d00

write(10,101) ooatingTIR
write(10,.)
write(10,le2) disUrCl1t..fMT
write(10,103) height
write(10,104) lengttV10.
write(10,.)



- II write(10,1E5) I'lIYI..J)er..,Jml
wrlte(10,.)
write(10,106) re

wrlte(10,107) rt
write(10,106) attenuation
write(10,.)

wrlte(10,115) 11
write(10,116) 12
write(10,117) i3
write(10,118) i4

wri te(10,.)
write(10,.)
write(10,.)
write(10,l�) I'U1l..final
write(10,110) per_prociJced

write(10,.)
write(10,111) I�ref
write(10,112) I�att

write(10,.)
write(10,.)
write(10,113) I'U1l..tot

write(10,114) per_tot
write(10,119) amount

1000 contirue

101 fOl'11Wlt(2x, 'Sinulated data for sarple cooting with a reflection angle:
.' ,f6.2)

182 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Dist<J1Ce franM : ',f7.2,' an')
103 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Hei�t of Oi I : ',f7.2,' mn')
104 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Length of Detector : ',f7.2,' an')
1E5 fOl'11Wlt(5x,'(Wa assune the particle enits ',i5.' photons per mn of oiL)')
106 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Percent reflected at cooting surface ',f6.2,' "')
107 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Percent reflected off Teflon sides ',f6.2,' "')
106 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Attenuation Length ',f9.2,' mn')
1� fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Final rAJ1t)er of lriIindered photons ' ,i7)
110 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Percent fran original photons ' ,f6.2,' "')
111 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Loss of I i�t cUe to OOeorption on sides ' ,i5)
112 fOl'11Wlt(5x.'Loss of li�t <iIe to attenuation length ',i5)
113 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Total rAJ1t)er of photons lOOking it ' ,i5)
114 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Percentage of photons making it ' ,f6.2,' "')
115 fOl'11Wlt(5x.'Total rAJ1t)er of times photon hits Side 1 " i5)
116 fOl'11Wlt(5x.'Total rAJ1t)er of times photon hits Side 2 ' ,i5)
117 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Total rAJ1t)er of times photon hits vtlter :', i5)
118 fOl'11Wlt(5x, 'Total rAJ1t)er of times photon hits Coating: ',i5)
119 fOl'11Wlt(5x, '�t of Li�t reachingM ' ,f6.4)

stop
end


